[Novel oral anticoagulants in gastroenterology routine].
Novel direct-acting oral anticoagulants (NOAC) represent an effective new familiy of drugs and an interesting alternative to optimise and simplify anticoagulation. Rates of bleeding complications by NOAC are comparabel to those of warfarin but a previously assumed increase in gastrointestinal bleeding complications was meanwhile confirmed. Therefore, indications and contraindications concerning the use of NOAC should be closely considered. The endoscopic approach of gastrointestinal bleeding is conform to the recommended management of gastrointestinal bleeding complications under conventional anticoagulants or inhibitors of platelet aggregation. There are no specific antidotes to the anticoagulant effects of NOAC in case of bleeding. The recommendation concerning elective endoscopic procedures with high risk of bleeding more or less reflects expert oppinion. There are no recommendations on the basis of randomised studies. However, because of the short plasmatic half-life time of NOAC, their utilisation seems to be well controllable even in cases of high risk endoscopic interventions. More evidence based data about the periinterventional use of NOAC in endoscopic routine, in cases of endoscopic interventions with high bleeding risk or bleeding complications, bridging and the possibility of specific antidots in case of bleeding would be desirable.